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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION CI C30 EM
Max pressure bar/psi 200/2900
Max flow rate l/h 900
Type - cold water
Power consumption KW 7,4
Power supply V/Hz 400/50
Motor type/hp three-phase electric induction
Rotation speed rpm 1450
Pump type ceramic piston with crank-rod system
Pump head material brass
Net weight Kg 54,8
Machine dimensions (Lxhxw) mm 670x900x540

The CI C30 EM is a trolley cold pressure washer designed to be compact yet robust. It is a professional power washer capable of offering 
the perfect combination of performance, user-friendliness and easy maintenance.

The CI C30 EM’s robust metal trolley and two large wheels with rubber treads make it a solid power washer that is still easy to move.

High reliability and excellent performance allow the CI C30 EM to be the ideal professional cold pressure washer for intensive use and 
long jobs. It is therefore perfect for the food, agricultural, industrial, automotive and handicraft sectors.

Many are the benefits CI C30 EM can offer:

•Pressure washer with robust trolley and two large back wheels 
with wide rubber treads that facilitate manoeuvrability and 
transportability

•Painted steel frame and practical handle to facilitate movement
•Powerful induction motor that makes the pressure washer highly 

performing, efficient and reliable
•The three-phase electric induction motor with heat projection 

guarantees high reliability and allows the power washer to work 
uninterrupted for hours without breaks, withstanding even transient 
power spikes or surges optimally

•Ceramic 3-piston pump with crank-rod system and brass head for 
high performance

•Automatic safety valve with pressure shut-off at pump head
•Adjustable pressure
•Built-in manometer
•Flanged adjustment valve

•Built-in adjustable detergent suction
•Practical built-in 3-litre detergent tank
•Inspectionable water feed filter
•10-metre reinforced high pressure tube
•Stop&Go: when the machine is temporarily idle, it stops so as to 

optimize consumption and reduce waste
•Comes with professional accessories: high pressure spray gun, 

wand with interchangeable nozzles, reinforced tube
•Black nozzle for low pressure
•Red nozzle for high/low pressure and straight jet – 0°
•Yellow nozzle for high/low pressure and fan jet – 15°
•Green nozzle for high/low pressure and fan jet – 25°
•White nozzle for high/low pressure and fan jet – 40°
•Accessory holder and tube storage on the back

The professional three-phase trolley pressure washer that is compact and robust

THE ADVANTAGES OF CI C30 EM


